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Instant Manifestation is the activity of projecting ones desired creation onto the movie screen (which
is the radial body that surrounds the physical body)
Once the body template has been cleared of all miasms, and the true immortal light body, crystal
body and etheric body align harmonically with the spirit body and parallel bodies, the body produces
a RADIAL BODY, which is a Mirror around the Body. That RADIAL BODY is the Movie Screen that
allows all Divine Desires that are created in the God Seed Atom from the Eiron Flow of Source
Consciousness to become a Negative of the photograph in the Mid Brain which then produces a
Positive Picture of the desired creation on the Radial Body movie screen.
The person needs to create the desired image in the mid brain and then project the desired image
onto the movie screen. If a person wants to heal himself, he must hold the idea or picture of his
perfect body already healed and project it outwardly.
In the case of the ETERNAL LIFE MP3, the creators of the album are already seeing this perfect body
created in the image of the divine blue print as the breaths from Source are being exhaled.
The world around each of us is created by the level of frequencies within the cellular memory. It is
the cellular memory that projects the reality hologram that is seen around the body.
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Because of the damage done to our planetary structure we had an epigentic lay placed over our DNA
that instructs our DNA what to do and what not to do. That epigenetic overlay causes great confusion
and interferance by the ego intentionally.
Now we are getting that electromagnetic overlay removed from the planet and from our DNA.
We have had an environmental anomoly that has eroded the functioning of the Angelic Human DNA.
We have now been given the ability to resurrect our natural abilities as Angelic Humans or Indigos
that were originally ours.
Some of our went through a twelve year process of learning how to remove the miasms that were
placed in our bodies and how to turn back on the DNA in our bodies through processes given to us by
our Guardian Races from systems that are not in the Fall status. We have been given assisted by
Angelic Races in Andromeda and Aquarius to pull us out of the Fall Status.

The logic is flawless. The coding and alignments given by the Gaurdian Races has allowed us to break
free from the mutations that would keep us from ascending.

The process of the Individual Eternal Life album is to alter the entire cellular structure from the inside
out as well as the Light Body and Crystal Body and Etheric Bodies which contain the Radial Body,
which is the sphere of energy that is like an atomic mirror surrounding the body. That atomic mirror
is also being transformmed into the original 12 coded divine blue print that allows the new body
imprint to be seen as the new reality around the body. That reality is projected from the mid brain
projector creating reality through the pineal gland.
Individual Album is the restructuring of the mid brain through activation of the God Seed Atom
within the Thymus that will burst into a cloud of crystal plasma dust and activate the streaming of
crystal liquid light directly from Source Consciousness. This allows the MIND OF GOD to be
reconnected into the mid brain for the beginning of co-creating through frequencies of light and
sound.
This rearranges the structure of the body and the brain through the restructure of the DNA. DNA has
its 12 subharmonics reinstated in each of the double helix to restore the 24 DNA template of the
Angelic human, or the 12 subharmonics in the double double helix of the Indigo to create the 48 DNA
template.
The crystal miasms will melt from the pineal and inner ear. The crystal miasms will melt from the
blood cells and be replaced with crystal liquid light - the water is made into wine. The blood of Christ
is the new restored crystal liquid light in the blood. The bones transform into phonons of sound
energy and the skin transforms into protons (at a omnion level - raydons, myons, and many micro
levels beyond what the eye can see).
The body will actully transform into a completely different chemical and biological structure that is
based on liquid light. Liquid Light is the original creation substance and energy of Christ
Consciousness at the 12th dimension. It is the creative substance of Source.
The carbon based body that we have grown accustomed to is not our true body. It is a body that is
completely mutated. It is so dearranged that it is projecting someone elses movie on to its movie
screen. And the movie was created by very dark Fallen Angelics who wanted to use us as their source
of energy.
Each individual has his or her own unique energy pattern or signature, that is different than any
other individual in the Cosmos. That individual also has an energy signature that is a part of a Soul
Group signature. That energy signature is a part of the Over Soul Signature, and that is a part of the
Monadic Signature and that is a part of the Avatar signature and that is a part of the Rishi Signature.
Once our Individual Signature is restored or retuned into the entire Family Signature, we regain the
Mind of the Entire Creation Group, including the Avatar level at the 12th dimension and even the
Cosmic Family at the Rishi Level.

When I create Individual Eternal Life Albums, I am connecting the Individual's Frequency Signature
into the entire Family Signature to begin the re atunement of the entire Frequency Shield.
The Eternal Life comes from the return pattern that we can now become a part of. We came from
our Rishi selves and lowered our density into our Avatar selves and then lowered our frequency or
density into our Monadic self and our Over Soul and our Soul Family, and then chose to experience
complete Isolation as an Individual who was not attached to the Family any longer.
Now, we can return into the frequencies of our entire family. This will allow us to first retune into our
Super Conscious Mind of the Fifth and Sixth Dimensions. We can also tune in to our Avatar
Consciousness and our Cosmic Consciousness.
Our family at the level of Avatar and Cosmic Consciousness only communicate through frequencies.
They also only perceive through frequencies. We are in reality a colorful mandala that looks like a
Cosmic Sphere that is now in minature form. That mandala, or frequency signature that can be seen
as light or heard as frequencies, is unique and individual but it is also a Divine Template of our Cosmic
All.

Come listen to SOURCE BREATH AND SHEER HEALING. Bring your earphones for the coolest trip you
have ever taken.
When I send your Eternal Life Album, there will be 12 sections. Each section focuses on one part of
the complete alignment into SOURCE. The focus is always Source. We must align every cell through
the micro omnions of Source and weave every particle into the Source Frequencies in all fifteen
spheres of the Matrix. The Sun, is in a way, the creator of the Universe, because the Sun holds the
IDEA of Source in the form of he Plasma that holds the crystal liquid light of Source. Each form of
creation - Cosmic, Universe, Galaxy, Solar, Planet or Person is aways made from the original divine
blue print template of Source.

